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Nabiila, the 1st YGP female aboard
Nabiila Putri is the first female to join the Young Graduate Program. She is recently graduated in electrical engineering, she is working for
Actemium Contracting Indonesia on an electrical upgrade project in a cement plant.

“I was anxious before joining Indokomas, especially I was not feeling very confident as a minority female worker. Maybe I had these
feelings also because this is my first-time job. But those feeling are gone now because I have received trust from my coworkers. It helps
me a lot to get more self-confidence.
I am gaining knowledge on electrical engineering and I have the chance to be involved in construction works, with strong HSE and Quality
requirements. Each day presents a new challenge and learning opportunity, I appreciate working in a team and having responsibilities. I
truly enjoy working in the Vinci Energies family!”
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